Subject: Re: Rider Apex Locator, Attachable to Your Handpiece,Awarded TOP 50 Technology Award
in US

Hi Dr. Farber,
I've had this device for the past few months. I dove right in with it. I'm am an ex-RootZX guy
now. I find it to be extremely accurate in teeth with or without crowns. Of course, as a
seasoned dentist of 30 years I believed your claims but had a healthy dose of skepticism
remaining when I purchased it from you .
I'm really old school when it comes to caring for people. No corners should be cut and it is
my responsibility to provide the finest care with the best materials possible .
So naturally enough for me I duplicated every test with the Rider and shot my normal films
to verify those as well. The results were the same each time. The apex locator identified the
apex and the films verified it every time .
Now it's time to take this a step further. There is no need to radiate patients unnecessarily.
Therefore, my patients now experience my care with decreased exposures due to the
accuracy of this device .
I do have a small issue. I really don't know how to sterilize the blue clip and it rubber "O"
ring properly. This leads to the next problem which is that I feel that I should have another
blue clip if not two on hand. I would prefer to leave the piece attached to the handpiece as it
is cycled through the sterilization process but at times I need it to be used immediately on
the second handpiece. These are obviously minor problems .
So far this has proven to be an extremely worthwhile purchase and I owe it to you and your
great demeanor. It was a pleasure to have arranged this purchase with you directly. I highly
recommend it to others on a regular basis. Thanks so much .
Have a great holiday season and happy and healthy new year .
F. Fredrick A. Lurie DDS

